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Who I am 
 

Hello, before we start with this book, I would like to tell you a few 

things about me, that will help us connect better. 

 

I promise, it won't be long, and I'll try to make it as interesting as 

possible (I know quite a few marketing tricks you know). 

 

My name is Roberto Zanon, and I was born in 1981, in Athens, 

Greece. I still live there and I have a younger sister and my 

mother. My dad was killed in a bike accident when I was 18 years 

old. 

 

By the time of this writing I am not a millionaire (yet), but I am 

able to support a nice lifestyle doing the things I like, from 

wherever I like. 

 

It would be a lie to tell you that I have achieved financial 

independence, but, at least, I can work from the comfort of my 

home and cover my expenses without having to deal with a lousy 

boss day in and day out. 

 

I am not living the big life which I intend to, but I am quite happy 

with my lifestyle up till now. I try to improve myself day by day, 

little by little. I train every day, I eat healthily, I work many hours 

each day and I study a lot in a variety of topics like anthropology, 

human nature, psychology, marketing, sales, economics etc. 

 

My end-game plan is to be as healthy and happy as possible 

every day and financially free before I get 40. 
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Chapter 1: An Introduction to 

KDP business 
 

Before we get inside the juicy part of the book, let me make a 

brief introduction about how I started to work on Amazon Kindle 

Publishing. 

 

How I started 

 

Like I said, after I decided what success really meant to me, I 

decided to go after my dreams. I was looking for sources of 

inspiration on what my next business could be. 

 

Then out of the blue, someday I came across a post in a forum 

about Kindle Publishing. There I saw that some people had a few 

successes. Nothing major but enough to trigger my curiosity to 

look a bit further on the subject. 

 

From the initial investigation, I draw the conclusion that, this 

business was worth trying, to say the least. So I gave it a go. 

 

Wasted a lot of money 

 

I consumed as much as I could find on the Internet. Coaching 

programs, videos, books, blogs, etc. A ton of information with 

some useful points and some well…not so useful ones. 

 

This initial investment was kinda big for me, especially since this 

was the first time I was paying for online training material. It was 

not in my reality so first of all I had to convince myself that I 

should spend the money for online knowledge. 
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But besides my money, the whole thing needed an initial time 

investment from me as well. I invested many hours filtering out 

all this information in order to come up with a refined model that 

worked. 

 

Not everything worked 

 

Admittedly, not everything worked of course. Many of the things I 

read in these programs and resources did not at all. 

Unfortunately, in the beginning, I wasted a lot of money in order 

to learn what works and what doesn’t. And this is exactly the 

content of this book. 

 

All the techniques, strategies and resources that do work and can 

generate a nice stream of income for you. 

 

Compared to other online businesses 

 

Compared to other online businesses, Kindle Publishing has one 

major advantage. It’s among the very few businesses that will 

give you a very fast return on your investment. 

 

I mean you will start to make your first money in less than a week 

after you finish this book. I made my first dollars only a couple 

days later after I had published my first book. 

 

The feeling was awesome. For the first time in my life, I was 

making money online, from the comfort of my home, only with 

my computer. 

 

Then, only a year later, I have managed to make over $3000 a 

month from this business, which would be even more if it wasn’t 

for Amazon’s changes in the payment scheme they use. But more 

details on this later. 
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How easy it is to make money with Kindle 

 

So to sum this up, Kindle Publishing is among the best and easiest 

methods to make money today. I know so because even my 

mother and sister can do it (and they actually do). 

 

By using the methods in this book, you will be able to generate 

your first bucks within days and based on your level of 

commitment and investment, I think you will be able to build a 

profitable business in less than 3 months. 
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Chapter 2: How do Amazon 

and Kindle work 
 

So first of all, let’s see what is Amazon and how Kindle Publishing 

works. 

 

Royalty system 

 

Amazon is the biggest online store on the planet. With annual 

revenue well over 20 billion dollars. A pretty large chunk of 

this revenue comes from Kindle. 

 

 
 

Kindle is the electronic eBook reader of amazon that allows 

thousands of readers to enjoy their favorite book in an electronic 

version. 

Physical books vs eBooks 
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Apart from the obvious advantages of an eBook, no weight, much 

lower cost, you can have thousands of them in your mobile device 

etc., eBooks have one more distinguished advantage as well. 

 

They sell way more! 

 

After 2011, compared to physical books, electronic books, sold 

more than double and every year this gap becomes broader. 

Practically at the moment, eBooks is a huge market on its own, 

and exactly the product you will very successfully sell after you 

finish this book.  

 

 
 

Fiction vs Non-Fiction books 

 

So what kinds of books are those? 

 

Like every book out there, eBooks are separated into two major 

categories as well. Fiction and non-fiction books. 

 

Fiction books are well-written stories, that didn’t necessarily 

happen. They are inspired by something, or simply imagined by 
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the writer. Some examples are romances, adventure, love stories, 

fantasy etc. 

 

On the other hand, non-fiction books are strictly about 

information and facts. They don’t have to do with stories but with 

actual facts that are based on research. Some popular categories 

are cooking books, health, fitness, programming, etc. 

 

The categories or niches are way too many to mention here, and 

you will only need to learn about them after you decide which 

road to take. 

 

The main advantages of each category are the following: 

 

Fiction Non-Fiction 

Can scale way more Faster return on investment 

Limitless options of stories You provide actual useful info 

Doesn’t need many reviews More of a passive stream 

 

What sells on Amazon 

 

At the end of the day, what we all care about is the sales. So the 

only factor we have whether a book sells or not, is the ranking 

number of Amazon Kindle. 

 

Despite the fact that we cannot know how much money each 

book makes, we can have an actual estimation based on the 

ranking number of this book on Amazon. 
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So at a glance, what sells on Amazon is: 

 

1. The cover 

2. The title 

3. The number of reviews 

4. The price 

5. The description 

6. Your audience 

 

I will go into a lot more details in the following chapters. Stay 

tuned! 
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Chapter 3: You don’t have to 

be a writer or designer 
 

Everything can be outsourced 

 

One of the things I really like about Kindle Publishing is the fact 

that, almost every task can be outsourced. 

 

From content writing to cover design, and from keyword research 

to book uploading. Given that you can find the best and most 

efficient virtual assistants; this business can run almost entirely in 

passive mode. 

 

Of course, this in not to say that you can forget about anything 

and go for vacations. At least in the beginning, you will need to 

do most of the tasks yourself. But later as the business grows you 

will need to outsource some tasks. 

 

Moreover, this is the only way you can really scale. It will be very 

hard (or impossible) to do everything yourself. 

 

As an author yourself 

 

The method analyzed in this book, will also work even if you are 

an author yourself. All the techniques and strategies mentioned in 

this book, do perfectly apply even if you want to write the books 

100% on your own. 

 

For me, this isn’t going to scale, but nonetheless, I have also 

written a few books myself (like the one you read at the moment) 

because I believe that some content cannot really be outsourced. 
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Chapter 4: Niche & keyword 

research 
 

OK, enough with the introductory part, what comes next is the 

actual process of researching and publishing our first book. But 

before we order our content, first of all, we need to know what to 

order to our ghostwriter.  

 

This is where niche research comes in place. This is actually one 

of the most important steps in the whole process and one of the 

few that are hard to outsource as well. 

 

So stay with me in order to see, what you really need to do. 

 

General guidelines 

 

In order for any content to sell well, and be profitable over time it 

needs to address one (or more) of the following issues. It will 

have to: 

  

Solve a problem 

 

The greater the problem a person has the more likely it will be to 

make an emotional decision and buy your books. The problem-

solving category is mainly addressed by non-fiction books, and a 

few fine examples would be: “how to lose weight”, “how to learn 

Yoga”, “how to pass your exams”, etc. 

 

Pain relief 

 

Moreover, you could try to ease someone’s pain. People in any 

sort of pain, physical or mental are totally OK with paying large 

amounts of money to relief their pain. Some possible books could 
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be: “how to get your ex back”, “how to ease your muscle pain”, 

etc. 

 

Give pleasure 

 

If you think you cannot solve any particular problem with your 

books, giving pleasure is a totally feasible way to make big 

money. People value pleasure slightly below pain relief, so any 

person that’s not in a big pain, he/she will need to find a source 

of happiness. 

 

This is where your books will stand. Most fiction books, do just 

that. Give pleasure and happiness to millions of people with 

fantastic stories. 

 

Every fiction book you can imagine of is selling (and it’s selling big 

time) because it entertains so many people. 

 

Finding your niche 

 

So, time for some niche research. Let’s see how it’s done. Into 

the specifics. 

 

Broad vs narrow niche 

 

This is a question I get a lot from the people I coach. They always 

ask me if it’s better to go for a broad (competitive) niche, or a 

narrow one. 

Well, the truth is, it depends. Both approaches have advantages 

and disadvantages. If you go broad, your sales potential will be 

far greater but at the same time, you face tremendous 

competition. 
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On the other hand, a smaller, narrower niche will make your life 

easier to sell in the beginning, due to low competition, but the 

potential will not be large. 

 

Although, there is not a completely right or wrong method, what 

I always chose to do is go broad. 

 

In general, I don’t mind competition because I know I can publish 

good quality books, and my marketing skills are far superior to 

the majority of the competition out there. 

 

That’s not to say, that every time I start in a new niche, it takes 

me some time before my books get some traction and I build my 

audience. But after that, the broader the niche, the more money 

you will make. 

 

Amazon keyword suggestion tool 

 

So let’s see how the actual research is done: 

 

Step 1: Look for your keyword 

 

First of all, you will need to visit Kindle store on amazon.com 

 
 

Let’s go with “how to draw" for now. 
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Turns out there are 1,565 results. From a competition point of 

view, this looks fine. 

 

Note: Always try to find keywords with 1,000 results or more. 

Because more than that, might be a strong indicator that people 

aren’t interested in this niche. 

 

Step 2: Look at the sales and the reviews of the first 

books 

 

 
Books no. 5, 7, 9, 13 and 15 might be good candidates for a 

“model book”. 
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The number of reviews ain’t that high, the pages aren’t so many, 

the price is in the right bracket and they all have decent rankings. 

 

The tool I use in order to see the results faster is called KindleSpy 

and you can find it here. 

 

Step 3: Pick your “model book” 

 

So now that you have some possible candidates for a model book, 

you will need to download and read it. In fact, every time I go 

inside a new niche I do the exact same thing. Whether we talk 

about a fiction or a non-fiction book, I read a handful of them 

(the best I can find based on sales and reviews) and I design my 

book after this book. 

So after I have chosen my model book I need to: 

 

 Copy and improve on everything. 

 Choose a book that ranks VERY well (below 1000) if it’s 

a fiction book, or below 50000 if it’s a non-fiction book. 

 Choose a book that belongs to a series (applies only to 

fiction). 

 Choose a book that is less than 60 pages long. 

 Read the whole series (possibly a couple series). 

 Keep notes on every key point. 

 Learn who your customer is and what exactly he/she 

wants. 

 

The whole success of the business will be dependent on the 

quality of the selection you have made in this very step. It doesn’t 

matter if you will spend an extra day or two on this. All you need 

to make sure is that you stick to the guidelines mentioned here 

and you spend the appropriate time learning your niche inside 

out. 
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Chapter 5: A title that sells 
 

Apart from the cover, a book's title is the single strongest selling 

point. A good title can send your book to the moon and a bad title 

can literally destroy it. 

 

I have seen several of my books with brilliant cover designs and 

descriptions sell only a handful of copies because I have chosen 

shitty titles for them. 

 

After the hard work of research is done, we are now at the stage 

where we need to give our new book a title. This title can’t just 

be random words. It needs to have some specific characteristics 

in order to make sure our book will be sold. 

 

So these characteristics are: 

 

Must include your keyword 

 

Your title must include the keyword for which you wanna rank for. 

In the previous example, the keyword is: “how to draw” Actually, 

the sooner in the title the better it is. This technique works well 

for both fiction and non-fiction titles. 

 

The only case, you will not need to do that, is after you become 

such a very famous publisher that your books will fly off the 

shelves. Until then, stick to the plan. 

 

Must be intriguing 

 

Your title must be intriguing and make your potential readers 

wonder about what’s in this book. But, you will have to give only 

that much. You don’t need to spit it out completely. You must 
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make them just as curious enough but in the same time, not 

make it too easy for them to know how this one ends. 

 

Must be descriptive 

 

Besides intriguing, your title will have to be descriptive and 

informative. The potential reader will need to be absolutely sure 

what your book is about, only by reading the title. Keep it simple 

and informative. 

 

Must “hit” your potential customers 

 

Last but not least, this is the most important and difficult one to 

achieve. Your title will really need to “hit” your customers in the 

head. You will need to surprise them and fill them with emotions. 

 

This isn’t easy but as time passes and you write more and more 

titles, you will get the feeling of it, and it will grow naturally in 

you. Say something spectacular but not blatantly lie. You need to 

“wow” them, not make them think you are a scam. 

 

When your book is a non-fiction one, a good practice I also use is 

to give the feeling of easiness with your book. 

 

Good titles examples 

 

Here are some good titles examples to get the feeling: 

 

 “The Drawing Handbook: Learn how to draw 

magnificent drawings in 10 simple steps” 

 “Fat Loss Bible: The Whole Truth about Losing Fat 

without Starving for Months” 

 “Get your ex back: How to Get your ex Back by 

Following this Simple Method” 
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Bad titles examples 

 

Some bad examples would be: 

 

 “How to Draw a Nice Drawing” 

 “You Can Lose Weight Easily, with this Method” 

 “If You Follow Kindle Publishing You Will Make a lot of 

Money” 

 

Always remember, your title will sell your book, spend some extra 

minutes on this one. It’s a good time investment.  

 

Moreover, KDP will allow you to change the title of the book so in 

case you want to optimize, feel free to do so. Just because you 

come up with a good title, that doesn’t mean you can’t improve it 

even further. 
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Chapter 6: A cover that sells 
 

An image equals a thousand words as they say. Totally true. 

 

The importance of a good cover 

 

Like I have mentioned before, your book cover is probably the 

single most important element that will attract peoples' attention 

(and sales). Unless your book cover isn't carefully and 

professionally designed, it can ruin your book for good. 

 

Especially on Amazon, you can only initially judge a book by a 

small preview of the cover and the title. In that sense, you have a 

very short period of time to capture the customer's attention. If 

you don't, you will most probably lose a good sale. 

 

Design vs outsource 

 

Depending on the cover, sometimes I design them myself, but I 

have also streamlined a method of outsourcing them as well. 

These days you can get a professional book cover designed for as 

low as $5. 

 

The good thing about outsourcing the covers is that the business 

can scale more easily. Especially if you don’t have a designer 

background (like I have), then outsourcing is your only option. 

 

I sometimes prefer to do it myself in order to save some precious 

time and energy between the back and forth with the freelancer. 

But this is not always the case. As a newbie, I would definitely go 

with the outsourcing method.  

 

Using images the right way 
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As you probably can imagine images, are perceived and analyzed 

from the human brain way faster than text. So the main image of 

our cover is of maximum importance. 

 

Must be of high quality 

 

Images of high quality will make your book stand out and look 

more expensive. Whether this image is a photo or a high-

resolution graphic, quality is of maximum importance.  

 

Imagine a book with a cheap cover. When someone sees that, he 

will automatically think, that the content must be cheap and of 

low quality as well. So no matter what you do, always use images 

and graphics of high quality. 

 

Rule of thirds 

 

Avoid placing the image exactly in the center of the cover. This 

way the brain is more intrigued because of the slight “pattern 

abnormality”. 

 

When you use a single main image on your cover, always use the 

rule of thirds. That is done by dividing the cover into imaginary 

thirds both vertically and horizontally. You will need to place the 

focal point of the image where the dividers intersect. 
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Rule of thirds applied in this photo  (image credits: photographymad) 

 

Watch out for copyright issues 

 

Finally, make sure you don’t have any copyright issues, by using 

paid or royalty free images. There’s nothing more disturbing than 

a nicely made cover with a “stolen” image. 

 

It will cause you many troubles with Amazon and the original 

owner of the image in case he finds out. Better safe than sorry. 

You should also make sure that you ask the same thing from your 

freelancer as well. You should be explicit that you want the 

photos to be royalty free or paid. 

 

Using fonts the right way 

 

After the image, the fonts play an almost equally important role in 

your cover. You can definitely tell a bad cover from a good cover 

based on the font the designer used. 
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This is another benefit of using a freelancer for this task. Usually, 

designers have a large variety of fonts to choose from, and all the 

necessary resources for fonts repositories. 

 

Always use no more than 2 fonts 

 

In any case, whoever designs the cover you should never use 

more than two different types of fonts. This will make the 

cover feel expensive and of good quality. The excessive use of 

different fonts will destroy the perceived value of your book. It 

will make it look cheap. 

 

As a rule of thumb, try to combine a serif with a non-serif type of 

font. This will give your cover the sense of the contrast you want. 

 

Fontpair is a great resource that will help you make smart font 

combinations. Give it a try. 

 

Must be totally readable 

 

When you want to compete with other books, you should always 

think what competitive advantage you can offer in battle.  

 

When a reader looks for a book on amazon, he will see many 

different books (covers) in the page with the search results. This 

is where your book must stand out, not only due to the image but 

due to the fonts used as well. 
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Must look modern 

 

Finally, your fonts should be modern and aesthetically pleasing 

and easy to read. As the Internet evolves, so do the resources 

and typography as well. Fonts used a couple of years ago, might 

now be outdated. 

Modern typography wants “clean” font types with minimal design 

and not that curvy. In general, non-serif, bold fonts work better 

for cover designs. 

 

But as always there might be some exceptions to this rule. 
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A bad quality cover A good quality cover 

 

In the above examples, you can see a cover of bad design on the 

left and the exact opposite on the right. The left one is looking 

cheaper because the photo is of poor quality, the main font has 

nothing to do with the subject of the book. Moreover, the author’s 

name isn’t visible, because the whole color pallet of the cover is 

badly chosen. 

 

On the other hand, the book on the right has a proper image of 

high quality and the font type is easily distinguishable from the 

image.  

 

How to outsource it 

 

OK, let’s say that you have finally decided to outsource your 

cover. These are the steps you need to follow in order to get a 

high-quality cover for your book. 

 

Find a good and reputable freelancer 
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The best place I have found for good quality covers at a decent 

price is fiverr.com. This is probably the best freelancer site for this 

job. Through fiverr.com, you will be able to find numerous cover 

designers for your tasks. 

 

Just create your account and search for any task you want. In this 

case:  

 

1. Search for “eBook cover design” 

2. Sort the results according to the highest rating 

3. Look for any special annotations and badges some 

freelancers have 

4. Look at the offer and the comments section of each gig 

 

 
 

When you contact the freelancer you will absolutely have to: 

 

Be specific about what you want 

 

Unless you are very specific about what you are looking for, it will 

be difficult for the designer to understand you, and deliver a good 
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piece of job. The more specific you are, the more time you are 

going to save for yourself. 

 

Give the freelancer a few very specific examples of designs you 

liked and you think they will be a nice fit for your eBook. 

Remember, by now you have studied the niche pretty well and 

you know what works and what doesn’t. 

 

You should by now have seen enough covers and titles in order to 

get a good grasp of what readers demand in your niche. I would 

even go as far as give the freelancer a specific design of a book 

cover I liked. 

But always remember! We don’t want to steal other people’s 

ideas. All we want is some genuine inspiration and a feeling of 

what the market likes. After you have found a couple of covers 

you like, you can ask your designer to improve on them with 

specific ways by using his/her imagination. 

 

Suggested freelancers 

 

Some suggested freelancers I would personally recommend are 
the following: 

 
 Pro_ebookcovers 

 Vikncharlie 
 Vikiana 

 

For a complete list of all the freelancers I personally use, please 

visit the advanced resources section here.  
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Chapter 7: Creating your 

books 
 

OK, no more lies. Let's put your first book together! 

 

Writing vs outsourcing 

 

Although this method works for both types of publishing, writing 

your own book vs outsourcing them has some peculiarities. 

 

To write a book is not easy. It requires a lot of time and effort, 

and most of the times it's not worth it and it's not very scalable. 

Besides that, you will really need to be an expert on the subject 

and a hell of a good and efficient researcher.  

 

What I do instead, is I hire some people, who are called 

ghostwriters to write the book for me. They are professionally 

qualified writers who are very good at researching and writing on 

almost every topic you assign to them. 

 

After I post my job about the book I want to write, I negotiate 

with the potential writers until I find a good one. I then assign the 

job to him/her and wait to collect my book. 

 

This is my method of preference as long as the book content is 

concerned. Unless you consider yourself to be a very good writer, 

I would go with the outsourcing method. More scalability, more 

free time, more money. 

 

Remember what I want you to be is a hell of a successful 

publisher, manager, and marketer. Making you a good writer is 

beyond the scope of this book.  
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General guidelines to follow 

 

Remember, these guidelines will vary greatly, depending on the 

niche and the book, but most of them will apply to almost any 

occasion. 

 

Go after your model book 

 

Remember from the previous steps, that by now, you should have 

chosen the model book you are going to improve upon. By now 

you should be able to know what your market wants in terms of 

quantity and the specifics. 

 

What you are going to ask from your ghostwriter is something 

similar to what you have already seen on other best-seller books, 

only improved in any way possible. 

 

Note down all the key points of your model books. What 

parts you liked, what parts you didn’t like, and most importantly 

what the readers of the other book didn’t like (through the 

comment system). 

 

All this information is very valuable, and you are gonna need it 

when you will have to explain to your freelancer what this book is 

about. 

 

Make it between 8000-10000 words 

 

As a newbie in this process, an initial length of 8000-10000 words 

will suffice. There is no reason to order longer books since you 

still won’t have the experience to judge beforehand, whether this 

book will be a hit or not. 

 

Especially in non-fiction, things are a bit blurry in the beginning. 

Until you become very good at it, and you have a pretty good 
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overview of the whole thing, I would say not to take a risk with 

your book length.  

 

A script of approximately 10000 words will produce a nice 50 to 

60 pages-long book, that will be more than enough to show you, 

if the niche you have chosen is profitable or not. 

 

Hiring your first ghostwriter 

 

Time to hire your first ghostwriter. How do you start? Before you 

step into this, I would propose that you get a cup of coffee. Many 

steps to follow ahead. 

 

OK, now, that you have your coffee…let’s go! 

 

Step 1: Decide on the ideal platform to use 

 
Fortunately, today there is a great variety of such platforms to 

choose from. Given not all are equally good or helpful. Again, 

mainly depending on your specific job and budget you will narrow 

down to a few hiring platforms for your new ghost-writer. Some 

of the options you have at this point are: 

 

 Upwork 

 Toptal 

 Freelancer 

 

The first time you will need to hire a freelancer, there will be a bit 

of overhead finding the ideal platform for your job. But after you 

go through this process a few times, it will become easier for you 

each time to find the right platform for your task. 
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It might be worth at this point to spend a few minutes navigating 

around on every platform to make yourself comfortable with the 

main services and procedures each one has to offer. 

 

I promise this won't take long, but it will give you a very helpful 

overview of job listings, freelancing tips, payment methods etc. 

 

Right, so after you have done your quick market research you 

have decided to use Upwork as your platform. 

 

What comes next? 

 

Step 2: Make a research for similar job listings 

 
The main point after you find the platform you are going to use, 

is to make a nice job posting that will attract many applicants to 

it. The larger the number of applications, the better your chances 

to hire a quality freelancer for your job. 

 

Unfortunately, at this point, you are not that experienced in 

writing enticing job postings (how could you after all, it's your first 

time). So what you need to do is look at other similar job postings 

that resemble yours. 

 

This is how you will look for other postings similar to yours. 

 

First of all, go up next to the logo where it says Find Freelancers, 

click on that and it will change the option to Find Jobs. 
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Now you are set to look for jobs, similar to yours. Type in the 

field "fiction eBook writer". 

 

Usually many results will return. Look at the ones that look more 

appealing and relevant to your job. 

 

Another good idea might be to sort jobs according to Client 

Rating, usually clients with better rating write better job postings. 
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Make notes from the job postings you liked the most. Try to see 

patterns on what these postings have in common, like clear 

objectives, emotion etc. and move ahead onto the next step. 

 

Write your actual job posting. 

 

Step 3: Put together your job posting 

 
After you skim through the first results, pick up some job postings 

that you like and try to combine the best parts of each one to 

write a high profile posting for your business. 

Click where it says Post a Job 
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What you need to remember here is that practically what you do 

is a "sales pitch". With your posting, you need to convince 

freelancers that you are an ideal boss for them. 

 

Your posting should always be based on the following principles. 

 
An intriguing title 

 

Who likes to read boring titles that look like dull copycats of just 

another average job posting. This is your first and probably only 

chance to stand out. Learning how to write good headlines, is an 

art of its own, but until you master this art, try to do your best 

here. 

 
A very comprehensive description 

 
People are lazy. And because of that, most of the times they 

won't make the extra effort to ask for further clarification, unless 

they are super interested in a specific job. This is where you need 

to be as analytical as possible in order to: 

 

 save yourself and the freelancer some time, by 

avoiding going back and forth with the various 

questions that might arise on what his/her exact tasks 

will be 

 demonstrate a professional profile by being sure of 

what you ask for (employees in general always like 

that - a lot) 
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 it will be easier for the freelancer to judge if he is a 

good applicant for your job beforehand, so he won't 

waste your time with useless questions 

 

You need to be precise on what you need people to do for you, 

remember about the lazy people we talked about a bit earlier? 

 

Ask them why 

 
In your description, always make sure to ask why the potential 

assistant should take this job, what they like the best about 

your job proposal and how he will try to accomplish it. While the 

answer itself might not be that important, this will give you a 

better image of the level of professionalism of each applicant. 

 

If someone takes the time to answer these screening questions in 

depth, it is a positive indicator that he is really interested in this 

job and possibly he will make the extra effort to accomplish the 

task. 

 
Be precise about the qualifications you ask for 

 

This will greatly vary depending on the freelancer you look for, 

but you might want to ask for: 

 xx many years of experience 

 a native English speaker 

 to have xx completed works in the same niche 

 etc. 

 

State all the benefits of your job 

 

In your description, make sure to describe why YOUR job posting 

is better than all the others. Always have in mind that freelancers 
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are not the only ones competing with each other. You also 

compete with other people coming to find a good virtual 

assistant. 

 

The freelancer will need to know what are the benefits he gets by 

choosing your job. 

 

Let them know your proposed budget and/or deadline 

 
Whether this is a one-time task or a continuous cooperation, 

make sure to let your future employee know what you are willing 

to pay in advance. This will make it a lot easier for both of you to 

establish a better ground of communication. 

 

You simply don't need them to ask you, what the proposed 

budget is and waste your time every single time. 

 

Be specific. Be Fair. And if you find quality. Be generous. 

 

Moreover, if you have a specific deadline in mind, let the applicant 

know beforehand. This will give the applicant the opportunity to 

tell if the time frame will do or not. It might work for you, but not 

for him. 

 

After you post your job, all you have to do is sit back and wait. In 

a couple of hours/days, some applications will arrive in your 

inbox. 

 

You will find the full scripts I use in order to make my job 

postings as enticing and professional as possible on my website. 

You can download them, from the member area section, after you 

join my program here. 
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Step 4: Discard the bad, shortlist the good 

 

Good. Some days have now passed and you start collecting your 

first applications. 

 

Supposedly you did everything right up to now, you will have a 

great amount of future candidates to choose from. Some 

platforms might recommend some applicants stating their stats. 

 

Depending on the platform you have chosen, this step might take 

some time to complete, but it is very crucial. So be patient and do 

everything right. 

 

Check each application, thoroughly and read every detail. Again 

we don't want to waste our time or theirs. Time is of the essence. 

See how each applicant answered to your questions and what he 

has to offer. 

 

Evaluate if he spent any time trying to convince you that, he is 

the perfect candidate for you, or he just threw some canned 

answers/descriptions to your requests. 

 

A lot can be derived from his application. The level of 

competence, language, willingness to work and cooperate etc. 

 

After you have the first round, it's time to completely discard 

applications that are not what you look for, and put the rest of 

them in a short-list. Whether this is done with each platform's 

built-in system or on a spreadsheet of yours, it's ok. 

 

The next step will have to do with the actual interview each 

candidate will have to pass through. 

 

Step 5: A thorough interview is all you need 
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Although this part seems "heavy" and time consuming, it is a vital 

step that you cannot discount. It's your money and time you are 

investing after all, remember? 

 

Now that you have your short-list, it's time to get into the 

specifics. Reach out to your applicants and try to learn as much 

as possible, asking specific questions like: 

 

 if he/she has done similar projects before, what was 

the experience like 

 whether they have more questions or clarification, you 

can help them with 

 always ask for samples of previous work (this is major) 

 

It is way better to spend more time at this stage, trying to iron 

out any miscommunication issues, rather than later (after 

spending your time and money on a writer that doesn't fit). 

 

Try to be as proactive as possible, a mistake at this point costs 

way less. Always keep that in mind. 

 

If this is about a project that you can use more than one virtual 

assistants, then it would be wise to choose all of the applicants 

that will pass your interview and ask them for a pilot project. 

 
Step 6: Always ask for the "pilot" 

 

Again, the earlier you do a mistake the better it is. 

If you are anything like me, I guess you ask for quality on 

whatever you do. The final test you can put up here is a test pilot 

job. In this case, let's assume, you ask for a simple yet indicative 

graphic assignment. 

 

This will give you a lot of inside info about: 
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 the skillset of your applicant 

 the level of quality of the deliverables 

 his ability on keeping deadlines 

 how persistent he is in making any changes/revisions 

 his competence in communication 

 his overall availability 

 

Don't pay unless you are 100% satisfied with the deliverables. 

Asking for some revisions is not unfair or unethical. It's their job 

to perform according to your needs and you should not feel bad 

about it. 

 

After you have all the final versions of your pilots, come up with a 

scoring system for each category, like giving a review, and rank 

all applicants according to this. 

 

The rest is simple. The best one (ones) gets the job. 

 
Step 7: Welcome aboard 

 

Apart from that, there is not much more you can do in order to 

choose the best virtual assistant for your business. 

 

If the test pilot goes well, you pretty much have a good 

understanding of the overall value of this specific freelancer. 

 

After the pilot assignment, you can start assigning regular tasks, 

while you keep monitoring the quality metrics I mentioned before 

regularly. Even if the pilot goes well, that doesn't mean this guy is 

100% the right person for your job. 

 

All you have to do now is stay calm and try to keep a balanced 

and well-oiled cooperation with your new virtual assistant. 
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There are methods to train them and streamline the whole 

process of such a cooperation, but this will be another topic. 

 

Give it a shot 

 
Hiring a virtual assistant or a freelancer is not rocket science. For 

some of you, it might look like a big deal but it really is not. If you 

are careful during the whole procedure, you will be able to find 

some excellent help, without any difficulty. 

 

More importantly, you will train yourself in a new very powerful 

skill - hiring an employee online - that will for sure help you 

expand and scale your business easier. 

 

Just pay attention to the details. Be very specific about what you 

are asking for and try to think of any feature you might need in 

advance. Errors cost a lot less in the beginning of every process 

rather than in the end. 

 

After you have hired your first or second virtual employee, you 

will feel a lot more confident with the whole process. You will 

minimize mistakes and save a lot of money. 

 

Putting your book together 

 

A perfect moment, you have taken your book back from your 

writer, but at this point, the manuscript isn’t ready to be 

uploaded. You need to format it and add some mandatory 

sections into it in order for it to be able to be sold on Amazon. 

Mandatory sections 

 

The mandatory sections of every book you publish, should be the 

following: 
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Copyright 

 

This is where you will write all the copyright information of the 

book. Who it belongs to, who has the legal rights, who is the 

publisher, author, when it was published, etc. 

 

You can find the sample copyright sections I use in my books, in 

the resources area here. 

  

Disclaimer 

 

Sometimes, depending on the niche, you might need to include a 

disclaimer in the book about who you are, your promises, etc. For 

example, if your book is in the health/nutrition niche, you might 

need to add a disclaimer that “you are not a licensed doctor and 

all the advice in this book is for informational reasons only.” 

 

Again disclaimer samples can be found here. 

 

Facebook/Website link 

 

You should also add any links (along with icons) for your social 

media or website. This way you will increase the traffic to your 

other pages (essentially for free). 

 

Lead magnet 

 

A very good idea is to also use what we call a “lead magnet.” A 

lead magnet is any piece of content (eBook, report, other 

resources), in order to get your readers’ email addresses. 

 

This is a very legitimate way to promote your other books and 

services in the future. More on this promotional technique in 

chapter 11. 
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Table of contents (optional) 

 

Depending again on the niche, a clickable table of contents (ToC) 

might be a good idea. ToC’s are usually used in longer non-fiction 

books, in order to make your reader’s navigation easier. In any 

case, it doesn’t hurt at all, so I would advise you to use it. 

  

Main content 

 

This is the main body of the book. Essentially this is the corrected 

deliverable of your writer. The heart of the book. The whole 

content goes here unobstructed. Nothing fancy really. 

 

List of other books by me 

 

After you’re done with the main content, this is the perfect place 

to promote your other books, assuming they are somehow 

related. 

 

This works really well in fiction books, and in well-correlated non-

fiction books. Just a simple link (with a small image), will be more 

than enough here. 

 

Lead magnet 

 

In the end of the whole book, as a final call to action (CTA), you 

can use your lead magnet again in order to make sure every 

reader has seen it at least once. 

 

Formatting your book 

 

A lot of people keep asking me what is the formatting I use in my 

books. In order for the books to be readable and to increase the 
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KENPC (the metric of normalized pages, Amazon is using), I use 

the following format: 

 

 Headings: Georgia 22pt 

 Body: Georgia 14pt 

 Margins: Top, Bottom: 2.54cm – Left, Right: 

3.25cm 

 Line Spacing: 1.5 to 2 lines 

 Spacing between paragraphs: 2 spaces (hit “Enter” 

key twice) 

 Always use “break line” when a new chapter begins 
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Exporting your book as a Kindle file 

 

The only format the Kindle device can use is the .mobi format. 

But you don’t really have to worry about that. You can upload 

your book in either .doc, .docx or .pdf file. All of them work just 

fine as a file format. 

 

I personally use the .docx file (word 2009 and later) for 

convenience reasons. 
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Chapter 8: Set up your KDP 

account 
 

Alright sparky. Now you are supposed to have all your book parts 

ready for you to upload them. You must be in place to upload 

your first book on Amazon Kindle platform. Let’s see in detail how 

this is done. 

 

Step 1: Visit KDP and create your account 

 

First of all, you will have to visit kdp.amazon.com and create your 

account. 

 

 
 

After you choose your username/email you will be prompted to 

read terms of services. Proceed normally in this step. 
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After logging-in for the first time, you will have to fill in your bank 

account details in order to be able to get paid by Electronic Funds 

Transfer (EFT). 

 

Note: If you live outside the US you will need to take some extra 

steps for tax reduction. You can find more info on how to do this 

one in the advanced section of my course. 

 

Step 2: KDP Dashboard 

 

Here is the center of operation. This is the place where all the 

magic happens. Your KDP dashboard is divided into 4 sections:  

 

 Bookshelf 

 Reports 

 Community 

 KDP Select 

 

Ninety-nine percent of the times you are going to use only the 

two of them. 

 

Bookshelf 

 

Well, this is pretty self-explanatory, but in this section, you are 

going to have all your future books. This is your personal 

publishing library. This is where all your future title will be 

published. 

 

After you log in to your account take a moment to familiarize 

yourself with this section. 
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Reports Section 

 

The second and most probably more important section is the 

reports section. This is where you will find reports about your 

book sales. 

 

This section is divided into two sub-sections. On the upper graph, 

you will find the number of whole (regular) downloads, which are 

either paid (red graph) or free (green graph). 
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On the lower part, you will see the graph of the KENP pages read, 

for the period you have chosen. 

 

 
 

You can filter the period you want to see by the date selector on 

the upper section. 
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Chapter 9: Publish your book 

on Kindle 
 

Time to publish this book you have, remember? Of course you 

are. So here is how it’s done.  

 

Creating your first eBook 

 

First of all, log-in to your KDP account and go to your bookshelf 

page. On the top, you will see where it says “Create new title”. 

Then all you need to do it fill in the blanks accordingly. 

 

 
 

1. Enroll for KDP Select (unless you plan to make this book 

permanently free) 

 

2. Fill in the Title 

 

3. Fill in the subtitle 

 

4. Fill in the Series (if it is a part of a series) 

 

5. Description: In the description section you will need to pay 

attention to some specific areas like: 

 

 Grab reader’s attention 

 Provide a promise (non-fiction) 

 Give an introduction of what is following in the book 
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 Provide bullet points of the benefits of the book (non-

fiction) 

 Watch out for the HTML formatting tips 

 

6. Book contributors: Here is where you will choose your 

author’s name or “Pen Name.” Try to make it as realistic and 

friendly as possible. Some name which is pretty common and it 

will create somehow positive feelings to anyone who will read it. 

 

7. Publishing rights: Here choose “This is not a public domain 

work and I hold the necessary rights.” 

 

8. Choose your categories: Look for relevant but not very 

competitive categories. Always have in mind that if your book 

ranks within the first twenty for any category it will get a much 

bigger exposure. 

 

9. Fill in your keywords: Use Amazon keyword tool in order to 

determine relevant keywords for your book. For example, if your 

primary keyword is “drawing”, some other relative keywords 

might be: “drawing for beginners”, drawing manga”, “how to 

draw”, “how to draw people”, etc. 

 

10. Upload your book cover: Here is where you upload the 

book cover you got from your designer. 

 

11. Upload your book file: This is where you upload your final 

eBook document. Acceptable files are .docx, .doc or .pdf. 

 

12. Preview your book: You must absolutely not skip this step. 

It’s very important. After you upload your book, you will have to 

wait for a few minutes in order to be uploaded and converted to 

.mobi format.  
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After it’s done, press the “Preview” button. KDP will ask you if you 

want to save and proceed to preview. Click “Yes”. Preview your 

book closely, check for any spelling or formatting errors. This is 

the last time you will be able to make corrections before you 

publish the book. 

 

Of course, if you miss an error you will have the chance to upload 

a new file for this book. But why bother if you can make a nice 

double check in this section. 
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13. Choose your royalties: Depending on your niche or your 

overall strategy this is where you will tell Amazon how much to 

sell your book. Between $2.99 and $9.99, you will get paid 

70% royalties on every sale. Below $2.99 or above $9.99 your 

royalties will drop to 35%. 

 

This is a tricky point actually because it really depends on the 

niche, the quality of the book, the competition, etc. As a general 

rule of thumb, I would suggest that non-fiction books of more 

than 60 pages perform well at a $2.99 price point. 

 

On the other hand, if you got a fiction series you might want to 

try a strategy of each book costing $0.99 and make series of 6 to 

10 books. 

 

Your best bet here is to “copy” the pricing method of your “model 

book” and act accordingly, you might want to start as he/she has 

done and make adjustments/improvements on the spot. 

 

Some other options you might want to consider are to give your 

first book of the series as a perma-free book and then end it with 

a cliffhanger. Then as you publish more books in the series, you 

can gradually increase the price first to $0.99 and then to $2.99  

 

14. Check allow lending of this book: This is an option to let 

Amazon lend your book to a relative or a friend under some 

circumstances. We always need to check this option as we need 

as much exposure as we can get. 

 

15. Wait for the royalties to come: Now for the sweet part. After 

you hit publish you will need to wait for up to 24 hours before 

your book becomes available in Amazon Kindle store. 

 

Usually, it takes less. After your book goes live, go to the front 

end and check everything out. You want to make sure the front 
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end of your book is perfect. It needs to be error free, with correct 

spacing, correct headings usage and a nice clean and informative 

description. 

 

For some examples of descriptions, I personally use depending on 

the niche of the book, you can look here. 
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Chapter 10: Basic promotion 

strategy 
 

If you have made it up to now alive then you might be collecting 

your first royalties as we speak. I bet you have logged in your 

reports tool to see how many sales you have. Sweet feeling hah? 

 

 

Well truth to be told, Kindle publishing is a very nice business. But 

like in every business, the actual product is only one side of the 

coin. The other half is called marketing. And this is the scope of 

this chapter. 

 

Just publishing your book in Amazon won’t bring much money 

back. If you want your books to be successful, you absolutely 

have to promote them as well. 

 

Inside his famous book “Rich Dad, Poor Dad”, Robert Kiyosaki 

mentions at some point that the important thing in this business 

is to be a “Best-selling author” not a “Best writing author.” 

 

And you know what? I completely agree. The point here is to 

make some money people. We need to do what we can in order 

to sell these bad boys. 

 

Right, so, how we promote them then. 

 

Getting your first reviews 

 

First of all, in order to sell any book, it needs to have some 

reviews. Without reviews, it will be very hard to make any sales. 
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There are basically 4 methods to collect reviews. Let’s see them 

one by one. 

 

Method 1: Wait for them 

 

Although this is a fine strategy for getting reviews, it might not be 

that efficient. Waiting for a review could take very long and 

nobody is gonna tell you it will happen. The average review rate 

with this method is below 1/1000. That means, that for every 

1000 downloads of your book, possibly 1 could write a review.  

 

So, although it’s totally fine to put a link at the end of the book 

simply asking for an honest review, don’t expect this method to 

have any real results. 

 

Method 2: Contact top reviewers on Amazon 

 

Another fine method is to contact some reviewers/influencers on 

Amazon and ask them for their reviews. Most of the top reviewers 

have their email addresses publicly available, so it’s easy to 

contact them if you want. 

 

This method can work as well, although I can’t recommend it 

because it will take lots of time in order to manually outreach all 

these influencers one by one. 

Method 3: Contact other publishers for honest reviews 

 

This is somehow a more reliable method. What you do essentially, 

is to ask other publishers to give your books to each other in 

exchange for honest reviews. This is a method I kinda have used 

in the past with a success. Although it works, in general, this 

method isn’t 100% reliable. 

 

Very often other peoples’ accounts get banned for leaving too 

many or too bad reviews, resulting their reviews to be taken 
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down. And while you are very careful and strict, other people 

aren’t. I have many of my books loosing way too many reviews 

because the other party didn’t comply with Amazon’s guidelines. 

 

Method 4: Secret method 

 

The best technique of all is the final one. Unfortunately, this 

method is beyond the scope of this book, for the simple reason 

it’s very complicated, and it would need a lot of writing in order to 

properly explain. 

 

This is the method I use for quite some time now with remarkable 

and sustainable results. Contrary to the other methods, this one, 

will allow you to have a constant stream of reviews for all your 

books, without risking your account’s safety in any way. 

 

Reviews are much much easier to collect and maintain (through 

various automation systems). For more information on this 

method please refer here. 

General Review tips 

 

Besides the methods explained above, I would really like to 

mention a couple of principles here that you should always stick 

to. 

 

Tip 1: Reviews must be honest and authentic 

 

The reviews you give to others and the reviews you ask from 

others should always be honest and authentic. Under no 

circumstances, you should ask for “fake” reviews for your 

products. 

 

In case your eBook is of bad quality then you should expect bad 

reviews as a consequence. It’s not only unethical but illegal as 

well to try and manipulate the review system of Amazon. Instead 
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of that, you should always keep in mind to deliver the best quality 

possible and ask for an honest review about it. 

 

Tip 2: How to overcome bad reviews 

 

From time to time, even if your book is a good one, some people 

will leave a negative review. That is not to worry about too much. 

In either case, there is not much you can do about it.  

 

All you can do is read the review and if it’s an honest review try to 

address the issues. After addressing the issues, make a comment 

on the original review saying that you have corrected any possible 

problems with your book. 

 

If the review is a totally unsupported review, mark it as abusive 

and leave a comment on it mentioning that the points of the 

review are not supported at all. 

 

KDP Select as a promotion tool 

 

KDP Select is the special program Amazon has created for Kindle 

publishers in order to promote their work more efficiently. Every 

book is entitled to participate in KDP Select as long as you agree 

to sell it solely on Amazon’s platform for the whole period of 90 

days. KDP Select includes two main programs. Let’s see them one 

by one. 

 

Option 1: Kindle Countdown Deal 

 

Option 1 is called Kindle Countdown Deal. Essentially with this 

method, Amazon will allow you to sell your book at a discounted 

price for a few days. This method can help you boost the rankings 

of your books quite significantly. In my opinion, although it’s a 

fine method to promote your book, in reality, it isn’t very useful. I 

hardly ever use it myself. 
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Option 2: Free Book Promotion 

 

Within KDP Select this is the real deal. With Free Book 

Promotion, you will be given by Amazon the opportunity to give 

your books away for free, for five days every three months. 

During these free promotion days, you will notice increased 

downloads of your books. 

 

At this point you may be wondering, why the hell would I want to 

give my book away for free? Well, there are a couple of reasons 

why. 

 

First of all, you will make your book available to more people in 

order to learn about your pen authors. Secondly, it might be a 

nice strategy to collect more emails with a strong lead magnet, 

etc. This strategy is ideal for boosting your books’ ranking even 

though free book ranking and paid book ranking are completely 

different. Free promotion strategy has many positive effects and it 

makes a pretty strong promotional technique. 
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Other promotional methods 

 

Besides KDP Select, every publisher has quite a few more 

promotional aces up to his/her sleeve. Some of them are: 

 

Book promotion websites 

 

There are quite a few websites that would promote your books 

for free. Most of the times, these websites aren’t very effective 

but since they are free, you’ve got nothing to lose, except for a 

few minutes in order to submit your free book promotion. 

 

Some examples of such websites are: 

 

 
 

Here’s a list of them as well 

 

 http://www.sweetiespicks.com/submit/ 

 http://www.itswritenow.com/submit-your-book/ 

 http://ereadergirl.com/submit-your-ebook/ 

 http://www.ebooklister.net/submit.php 

 http://freebooksy.com/editorial-submissions 

 http://en.childrenslibrary.org/contribute/featuredbooks_submit.shtml 

 http://www.frugal-freebies.com/p/submit-freebie.html 

 

For the full list of more than 50 free promo websites, please visit 

my advanced resources are here. 
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Facebook and Twitter groups 

 

Besides promotion websites, there are many Facebook groups 

and Twitter handles that are ideal for eBook promotion. Some of 

these groups can have thousands of followers, giving your books 

some nice boost. Here are some groups and handles I personally 

use.  
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Chapter 11: Advanced 

promotion strategies 
 

After you publish your first books and promote them, you might 

notice a decline in your sales. This depending on the niche, book 

and various other factors can have significant results. 

 

Your books might stop selling completely or maybe you will notice 

some serious drops in your sales. Thankfully, contrary to the 

beginner’s methods of promotion, there are some advanced 

techniques that really work. 

 

These techniques are not main-stream. Only advanced publishers 

know about them, and there is a perfectly fine reason for that. 

Nobody wants to saturate the market and have a lot of 

competition. 

 

Let’s see the most popular ones. 

 

Building an audience 

 

First and foremost, like in every well-founded business, you will 

have to build your personal audience. If you rely only on 

Amazon’s promotion, your business will plummet very fast. This 

audience can be built with two ways. They are not mutually 

exclusive. On the contrary, they complete each other a lot better 

than if you use them separately. 

 

Your mailing list 

 

By far the most powerful marketing/promotional technique. This 

stands true not only on Amazon but almost in every online 

business. 
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Email marketing is powerful and you should make it your top 

priority even with Kindle publishing business. You should always 

try to collect your readers’ email address in order to offer real 

value to them. 

 

The best way to do it, is by offering a free gift to them inside my 

books. What you should always remember here is that, your lead 

magnet (your free gift) should be totally relevant to the content 

of the book. In other words, there is no point to give a free 

programming eBook, if your main book is about coconut oil. 

 

The tools I use in order to build by mailing list are two. 

 

MailChimp 

 
In my opinion MailChimp is the best email campaign service there 

is. All you have to do is set up an automated email responder, 

and every time a new reader downloads one of your books, he 

will be prompted to visit your subscription page (landing page) in 

order to download your free eBook. He gets your eBook and you 

get his/her email address. Fare and square. 

 
Instapage 

 
The second tool I use is called Instapage. It's the landing page 

building tool of my preference. Although you can make it fine 

without using it, nonetheless a tool like this, will give your landing 

pages a more advanced and professional look. MailChimp forms 

are way too simple to draw reader's attention. 

 

So, an advanced landing page tool like this one, will help you 

collect email addresses a lot faster. But like I said before, it's 
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doable even without it. Just create a decent email capturing form 

with MailChimp and you're good to go. 

 

If you want to get an idea of a landing page made with Instapage 

go here. This landing page, collects many emails for me each day. 

Emails I can use in order to promote other books or products of 

mine. 

 

Your website 

 

Your personal website is your author’s home. This is where you 

can post news, special promotions, gifts, your new books, etc. 

 

Moreover, your website will help you establish your pen author as 

an authority and make him/her more of a “real person” to your 

followers. 

 

Paid Facebook advertising 

 

Paid Facebook advertising is a huge power when it comes to your 

book promotion strategy. The main advantages are: 

 

Very targeted 

 

A good Facebook advertisement can be extremely targeted. It has 

a huge advantage over any other ad because you can show them 

only to people who are very prominent to buy a book from you. 

Facebook gives you the flexibility to target your ad for a super 

niche and specific audience. For example, you can choose to only 

show your ads to people who like a specific kind of book, or the 

followers of a specific author. 

 

This way you can increase your Click Through Rate (CTR) very 

much, resulting in cheaper Facebook ads, which means your ad is 

served to a larger number of people. 
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Limitless scalability 

 

The second biggest advantage of paid Facebook advertisements is 

that you can scale your business tremendously. By the time your 

ads have a positive Return on Investment (ROI), all you have to 

do is spend more money on the ads.  

 

If for example you spend $10 every day to promote your books, 

and you earn $20 from these books, why not spend $20 or even 

$30? Your revenue will most probably increase accordingly. 

Limitless scaling people! 

 

Advanced Promotion platforms 

 

Besides your own website and paid Facebook advertising, another 

very powerful promotion strategy is the specialized promotion 

websites. 

 

Remember the websites I mentioned earlier. Well, there is a big 

list of other websites that can boost your book sales significantly. 

These websites do just that. They have a huge mailing list and 

optimized delivery channels and they can help your books sell 

thousands of copies in a few days. 

 

Unfortunately, the techniques mentioned above are all somehow 

complicated and they would need a ton of 

explanation/optimization in order to produce good results. 

 

Just mentioning how to make a Facebook ad, wouldn’t help much. 

It could be very irresponsible from my part. It could end up make 

you spend more than you earn. So I strongly advise you to take 

my advanced Kindle Publishing course found here, so you can 

explore all these powerful techniques in depth through my 

analytical coaching. 
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Chapter 12: Publishing tools 
 

When it comes to promotion, keyword research, and monitoring, 

there are quite a few useful tools that will help you get the job 

done faster in a more convenient way. Some of them are for 

promotional reasons and some others for monitoring. Let’s see 

the tools I personally use in my Kindle Publishing business. 

 

Author Central Profile 

 

Your author central profile can give you a quick overview of all 

the books you have published and how they perform. After 

creating your account in your Author Central, you can log into the 

platform and add your books. After a couple of hours, you will be 

able to see your book, their sales rank and their reviews in a 

centralized platform. 

 

KindleSpy 

 

Among the best tools for keyword research, I have come across is 

KindleSpy, which you may have seen it earlier but here is a 

screenshot of it as well. 
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With KindleSpy, you will have an instant overview of how this 

category is performing in seconds. Instead of opening each book 

you want to check out, in a separate window KindleSpy will do 

this in a nice floating panel. 

 

KDROI 

 

Another very useful tool. Remember when I told you about 

submitting your book to a handful of websites in order to give it 

maximum exposure? 

 

Well, KDROI will do exactly that for you…in seconds. This is a 

huge pain relief to be honest and it will save you many hours of 

promoting your books. A real must-have. 
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Kindle Book Report 

 

Although, Amazon has a nice platform for publishing your books 

and having some basic reporting, nonetheless the report section if 

fairly limited. Book Report is a nice and safe tool, that will 

transform your report page into an actually useful one. 

 

There, you will be able to see your earnings, downloads, and 

useful graphs all in a nutshell through a modern user interface. 

You can get it here. 
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This was just the beginning 
 

Finishing this book, I really hope I managed to teach you a couple 

of useful things. I believe that whether you are a complete 

beginner or a more advanced Kindle publisher this book had some 

valuable points and insights for you.  

 

I would really like to thank you for the time you invested in this 

book. I know that your time is your most precious asset, and 

asking you to invest some of it in my book is a big commitment. 

 

Project Kindle Publishing 

 

In this book, I have already included A LOT of the things I use in 

my own publishing business. In no way do I want to force my 

advanced Kindle publishing program on you, but the least I can 

do is to mention it here because I strongly believe it will make a 

big difference to your publishing business as well. 

 

If you ask me, I wish I had found such a program, back when I 

was starting my Kindle Publishing journey, a year before. 

 

It’s called Project Kindle Publishing and it includes 7 super 

analytical modules, with all the videos, scripts, contracts, and 

resources I personally use in my Kindle business, which is 

generating more than $3000 a month at the moment. 

 

I would really love it, if you visit my website and become part of 

an elite team of young Internet entrepreneurs, who can all 

support their lifestyle, entirely through their Kindle businesses. 

 

In case you are interested in learning more about my program, 

you can find it here. 
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Thank you very much. 

 

Kind regards 

Roberto Zanon 
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